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Figure 2. The dashed bars show the projected number density
of subhaloes in the Einstein ring region for a lens with host halo
of 1013 h�1M� at redshift 0.2. The solid bars show the projected
number density of haloes along the line of sight. The width of the
bars show the mass bin sizes.

Figure 3. The x-axis is the subhalo mass detection limit. The
blue dashed line show the number density of subhaloes with mass
above theMlow for a host halo mass of 1013h�1M� at redshift 0.2,
which is derived by Xu et al. 2014. The red dashed line shows the
number density of subhaloes of a coco-warm universe. The blue
(red) solid lines show the number density of perturbing interlopers
along the line-of-sight for CDM (WDM) case.

Figure 4. The figures shows posterior distribution of mass and
redshift. The input interloper is at z=0.18 with a subhalo of mass
5⇥106h�1M�. The contour shows 68% and 95% confidence level
for 2-d posterior distribution of fitted mass and redshift.

mass. Considering the halo mass function increase towards
the low mass end, the higher the lens redshift is, the more
important the interlopers become.

If we fix the interloper redshift to be zlens dur-
ing the fitting, we can derive a best-fit e↵ective mass
Me↵(Mint, zint, ✓), where Mint and zint are the true mass
and redshift of the interloper, and ✓ is the angular position
of the interloper. In other words, we can use a subhalo of
Me↵ at redshift zlens to model an image perturbation caused
by the interloper of Mint at redshift zint.

We assume that the mass detection limit of subhaloes
is Mlow within a thin annulus with thickness �✓ around the
Einstein radius. Then any interlopers with Me↵ > Mlow can
also be detected. We refer to those interloper haloes as “per-
turbing interlopers”. The projected number density of per-
turbing interlopers can be written as:

⌃pb(> Mlow) =

1
✓E�✓

Z zs

0

n(Mint,low,Mmax, z)R(z, ✓E)�R(z, �✓)
d�(z)
dz

dz ,

(5)
where Me↵(Mint,low, z) = Mlow, Mmax = 1011h�1M� is the
maximum mass of halo that allowed by the mass function.
Since the number density of haloes is dominated by the low
mass end, the choice of exact Mmax has no e↵ect on the final
results.

The projected subhalo number density in a CDM uni-
verse can be written as:

⌃sub,cdm(m) = ⌃0 (
m

h�1M�
)�↵ , (6)

and the cumulative surface density of subhaloes in range
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Figure 2. The dashed bars show the projected number density
of subhaloes in the Einstein ring region for a lens with host halo
of 1013 h�1M� at redshift 0.2. The solid bars show the projected
number density of haloes along the line of sight. The width of the
bars show the mass bin sizes.

Figure 3. The x-axis is the subhalo mass detection limit. The
blue dashed line show the number density of subhaloes with mass
above theMlow for a host halo mass of 1013h�1M� at redshift 0.2,
which is derived by Xu et al. 2014. The red dashed line shows the
number density of subhaloes of a coco-warm universe. The blue
(red) solid lines show the number density of perturbing interlopers
along the line-of-sight for CDM (WDM) case.

Figure 4. The figures shows posterior distribution of mass and
redshift. The input interloper is at z=0.18 with a subhalo of mass
5⇥106h�1M�. The contour shows 68% and 95% confidence level
for 2-d posterior distribution of fitted mass and redshift.

mass. Considering the halo mass function increase towards
the low mass end, the higher the lens redshift is, the more
important the interlopers become.

If we fix the interloper redshift to be zlens dur-
ing the fitting, we can derive a best-fit e↵ective mass
Me↵(Mint, zint, ✓), where Mint and zint are the true mass
and redshift of the interloper, and ✓ is the angular position
of the interloper. In other words, we can use a subhalo of
Me↵ at redshift zlens to model an image perturbation caused
by the interloper of Mint at redshift zint.

We assume that the mass detection limit of subhaloes
is Mlow within a thin annulus with thickness �✓ around the
Einstein radius. Then any interlopers with Me↵ > Mlow can
also be detected. We refer to those interloper haloes as “per-
turbing interlopers”. The projected number density of per-
turbing interlopers can be written as:
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where Me↵(Mint,low, z) = Mlow, Mmax = 1011h�1M� is the
maximum mass of halo that allowed by the mass function.
Since the number density of haloes is dominated by the low
mass end, the choice of exact Mmax has no e↵ect on the final
results.

The projected subhalo number density in a CDM uni-
verse can be written as:

⌃sub,cdm(m) = ⌃0 (
m

h�1M�
)�↵ , (6)

and the cumulative surface density of subhaloes in range
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VLBI like observation
McKean et al. 2015

For a VLBI resolution image, 
the detection of 10^6 Msun halo is possible,

 the 10^7 Msun halo is visible 

Mlow=10^6 Msun, 
 2 detection

Strong gravitational lensing J. P. McKean

Figure 5: Simulations of the effect low mass dark matter haloes have on arc surface brightness distributions
for a 106 M� (left), 107 M� (middle) and 108 M� (right) substructure. The top row of images show the
full gravitational arc, detected on VLBI scales with an SKA1-MID+VLBI array, and the bottom row show
a zoomed in view of the region most affected by the substructure. The 107 M� and 108 M� substructures
can be seen directly in the data, whereas the 106 M� substructure would need to be detected using the
gravitational imaging technique.

scales due to the combined effect of the black hole and central stellar cusp; in these cases all
degeneracies can be broken and both components’ masses can be measured separately.

5.2 Studies of the lensed source population

Although the SKA will transform our understanding of the high redshift Universe, the sen-
sitivity and angular resolution of the telescope can be increased by orders of magnitude (at no
additional cost) through using the magnification provided by gravitational lenses. In this respect,
almost any high-redshift object science application with the SKA could benefit from the use of nat-
ural telescopes, providing a model for the lens (the optics) is well understood; there are now several
sophisticated methods available for the reconstruction of the distorted sources behind gravitational
lenses (e.g. Wucknitz 2004; Vegetti & Koopmans 2009; Hezaveh et al. 2013).

Here we briefly summarise some of the principle applications of the SKA strong gravitational
lensing sample for studying the background source population.

• The increase in sensitivity (factors of 5–100) will allow a population of objects that could not
otherwise be observed to be detected and studied in detail. For example, the faintest known
continuum radio source (S5 GHz ⇠ 1 µJy; Jackson 2011) is gravitationally lensed (see Figure
7). The first immediate result will be to study the parent population of sources that will
be detected with the SKA2 using the SKA1-MID array. The form of the parent population
luminosity function is sensitive to the number of gravitational lenses that will be detected
in the deep continuum surveys to be carried out with SKA1-MID. For example, about 440
gravitational lenses should be detectable in the SKA1-MID ultra deep survey (1 deg2; rms
0.05 µJy; see Prandoni & Seymour 2014). Furthermore, the magnification provided by the
gravitational lenses (⇠ 10) will enable radio sources with star-formation rates of > 1 M� yr�1

at z ⇠ 3–4 and > 5 M� yr�1 at z ⇠ 6 to be detected. These sources would directly probe the
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Globular clusters

• There are ~1000 of  globular clusters in massive 
early galaxies.
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ABSTRACT
Strong lensing Einstein ring systems o↵er a promising place to detect dark matter

substructures below 10
9 M� through distortions they induced to the strong lensing

image. The abundance of substructures measured in this way can be used to distinguish

two most plausible dark matter particle candidates: cold dark matte ( CDM ) and

warm dark matter ( WDM ), the later of which predicted much less very low mass

substructures. However, the globular clusters that reside in the lens galaxies can also

induce distortions as those subhaloes, which may contaminate the results. In this

paper, we investigate the population of globular clusters in early type galaxies in the

nearby Virgo cluster. We find that the number density of substructures with mass

below 10
6 M� is dominated by the globular clusters. We also show that the lensing

distortion from globular clusters is quite di↵erent from that of dark matter subhaloes,

thus can be distinguished with high resolution imaging.

1 INTRODUCTION

gravitational lensing

strong lensing Einstein ring

The subhalo mass function di↵erence in CDM and

WDM

VLBI forecast

globular clusters

In this paper

Xu et al.(Ref.?) have used the GC system of Milky Way

as a sample to estimate GC’s e↵ect in a lensing system.

However, as showed in figure(1), the Milky Way(displayed

as a triangle in figure(1)) is much smaller than those SLACS

galaxies, which suggests that the GC’s e↵ect may be less es-

timated by Xu. In fact, as the linear fitting result shows,

since Milky Way’s stellar mass is about ten times smaller

than the stellar mass of those typical SLACS galaxies, the

number of GCs in the Milky Way is around 30 times less

than that of SLACS galaxies. Therefore, a more precise es-

timation of GC’s e↵ect in strong lensing system is needed to

be done for massive galaxies.

2 GLOBULAR CLUSTER CATALOG

To investigate the e↵ect of the globular clusters(GCs) in

strong lensing systems, we estimate the total number of GCs

in the lens galaxies with the globular cluster catalog of Virgo

galaxies derived by XXX et al.

XXXX Could add more description?

It is shown in Fig.1 that the total number of globular

clusters increases as a function of galaxy stellar mass. A

typical lens galaxy in the SLACs sample has a stellar mass

of a few 10
1
1M�. According to Fig. 1, these galaxies possess

more than 5000 GCs.

The number of the total GCs in a galaxy with stellar

Figure 1. the relation between Ngc and galaxy’s stellar mass.
The unit of mass is 109M�. XXXX, is there a h in unit? XXXX

mass M can be estimated with:

logNgc = 1.453 logM + 0.045 (1)

XXXX is Log, Ln or log10XXXX? XXXX Eric, do you have

a fitting formula that we could cite?XXXX

c� 0000 The Authors

QH, RL et al. 2018



Effects of Globular Clusters
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Figure 2. The dashed bars show the projected number density
of subhaloes in the Einstein ring region for a lens with host halo
of 1013 h�1M� at redshift 0.2. The solid bars show the projected
number density of haloes along the line of sight. The width of the
bars show the mass bin sizes.

Figure 3. The x-axis is the subhalo mass detection limit. The
blue dashed line show the number density of subhaloes with mass
above theMlow for a host halo mass of 1013h�1M� at redshift 0.2,
which is derived by Xu et al. 2014. The red dashed line shows the
number density of subhaloes of a coco-warm universe. The blue
(red) solid lines show the number density of perturbing interlopers
along the line-of-sight for CDM (WDM) case.

Figure 4. The figures shows posterior distribution of mass and
redshift. The input interloper is at z=0.18 with a subhalo of mass
5⇥106h�1M�. The contour shows 68% and 95% confidence level
for 2-d posterior distribution of fitted mass and redshift.

mass. Considering the halo mass function increase towards
the low mass end, the higher the lens redshift is, the more
important the interlopers become.

If we fix the interloper redshift to be zlens dur-
ing the fitting, we can derive a best-fit e↵ective mass
Me↵(Mint, zint, ✓), where Mint and zint are the true mass
and redshift of the interloper, and ✓ is the angular position
of the interloper. In other words, we can use a subhalo of
Me↵ at redshift zlens to model an image perturbation caused
by the interloper of Mint at redshift zint.

We assume that the mass detection limit of subhaloes
is Mlow within a thin annulus with thickness �✓ around the
Einstein radius. Then any interlopers with Me↵ > Mlow can
also be detected. We refer to those interloper haloes as “per-
turbing interlopers”. The projected number density of per-
turbing interlopers can be written as:

⌃pb(> Mlow) =

1
✓E�✓

Z zs

0

n(Mint,low,Mmax, z)R(z, ✓E)�R(z, �✓)
d�(z)
dz

dz ,

(5)
where Me↵(Mint,low, z) = Mlow, Mmax = 1011h�1M� is the
maximum mass of halo that allowed by the mass function.
Since the number density of haloes is dominated by the low
mass end, the choice of exact Mmax has no e↵ect on the final
results.

The projected subhalo number density in a CDM uni-
verse can be written as:

⌃sub,cdm(m) = ⌃0 (
m

h�1M�
)�↵ , (6)

and the cumulative surface density of subhaloes in range
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Table 2. the surface number density around the Einstein ring

name (VCC) > 105M� 105 ⇠ 106M� > 106M�
1226 53.61± 15.72 46.39± 13.62 7.21± 2.33
1978 61.03± 27.17 52.98± 23.59 8.05± 3.72
881 24.94± 4.3 21.75± 3.72 3.19± 1.08
798 46.28± 15.43 36.75± 12.2 9.53± 3.79
763 34.67± 23.54 30.59± 20.78 4.07± 2.83

the unit is arcsec�2

4 THE LENSING EFFECT OF GCS

The dark matter subhaloes and the GCs have very di↵erent

density profile thus will generate di↵erent lensing signal. In

this part, we compare the image distortions induced by of

the two.

We assume that the main lens is at zl = 0.2 and follows

a SIS profile with velocity dispersion of �v = 350kms
�1

.

A GC (subhalo) is then placed at the Einstein radius. We

put a source galaxy at redshift zs = 1. The brightness of

the source galaxy follows a Gaussian distribution with dis-

persion �source = 0.100. We then use a ray-tracing code to

generate a lensed image on a plane of 8000⇥8000 pixels.

The size of each pixel is 0.00300 XXXX.

We assume that the dark matter subhaloe follows the

NFW profile (ref XXX), which has the form:

⇢(x) =
⇢s

x(1 + x)2
(10)

where x =
r
rs

and rs is the scale parameter. According to

Navarro et al.(Ref.?), the two parameter can be determined

by concentration parameter c as,

⇢s = ⇢crit�c (11)

rs = r200/c (12)

where �c =
200
3

c3

ln(1+c)�c/(1+c) and M200 = 200
4
3⇡r

3
200, where

r200 is the radius within which the average density equals

to 200 times of the critical density. We use the M200 � c
concentration relation derived by XXXX

We use King’s model to represent density profile of a

globular cluster. The density ⇢(r) can be solved from fol-

lowing equations:

d2W
dR2

+
2

R
dW
dR

= �9
⇢
⇢0

(13a)

⇢ =
9

⇢0
exp[W �W0]

Z W

0

⌘�3/2e�W d⌘ (13b)

R = r/r0 (13c)

lim
R!0

2

R
dW
dR

= �6 (13d)

where W0 and (13d) are initial conditions for the equation

(13a), and r0 is the scale parameter. King’s model depends

on three parameters: W0, ⇢0 and Mgc, the mass of the GC,

as the parameters to construct a GC model with specified

mass.

XXXX more explanation to the parameters.

To compare the surface mass density profile of two mod-

els, we choose the most massive GC, MW-NGC5139, in the

Figure 3. The density profiles of a globular cluster and a dark
matter halo of the same mass. The unit of radius is pc and surface
mass density’s unit is M�pc�2

studies of McLaughlin & van der Marel (Ref?), whose mass

is 10
6.37M�. The GC’s W0 is 6.2 and ⇢0 is 10

3.43M�pc
�3

.

In the left and middle panels of figure 3, we compare the

surface density profile of NGC 5139 with the subhaloes of

the same mass.

Each panel of Fig.3 shows a section of the Einstein ring

near the position of the substructure. The existence of the

substructure induces a distortion around it. The distortion

induced by the GC changes the brightness around its posi-

tion by about 2%, while a subhalo generate no visible e↵ects

on the plot. The result is easy to understand, because a GC

is much more condensed than the NFW subhalo. The ra-

dius of this GC is 72 pc, while the dark halo is much more

extended with r200 ⇠ 3000 pc.

In the right panel of Fig.3, we show the results of a NFW

profile that is the best-fit to the King’s model of NGC5139.

The best-fit mass of SUB2 model is 10
7.14M�, XXXX more

massive than that of the GC, and c is 104.46,600 times larger

than that predicted by ?. The amplitude of the brightness

change caused by this ultra-densed NFW halo is comparable

to that caused the GC.

The distortions induced by SUB2 model is bigger than

that of the SUB1, but still not comparable to that of GC.

The mass of SUB2 model is 10
7.14M� and c is 10

4.46
, 600

times larger than that predicted by ?.

5 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Then we fit the lensing e↵ect of the GC with NFW model in

two di↵erent ways. The first way is using NFW to fit with

only one parameter, M , and the concentration parameter c
is determined by the equation(??). The second way is fit-

ting the GC’s lensing e↵ect through NFW model with two

parameters, M and concentration parameter c. The com-

parison of di↵erent lensing e↵ect is showed in figure(4). We

have reset the color bar to make the lensing e↵ect clearly

seen.

From the central panel in figure(4), we can hardly see

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Expectation for CSS-OS
• ~100000 galaxy scale strong 

lens systems (currently ~400), 
Including ~1000 double lens 
system  

• Hundreds of massive clusters 
with many multiple images 

• Accurate photo-z for both lens 
and source. 

Provide by Yiping Shu Hubble HFF

Chinese Space Station telescope 
Launch in 2023/2024



500k simulated galaxy-galaxy strong lenses based on CosmoDC2. Each 
image includes the flux in gri-bands, and the morphological model of the 

galaxies (both lens and source) is bulge + disk in the form of Sersic profile.

By Nan Li, Dezi Liu, Ran Li



Summary
• Subhaloes detected from Einstein ring systems provide a 

promising way to distinguish WDM and CDM model.  

• 20 lenses with M_low=10e7 Msun, can put strong 
constraints on the mass function cut-off in WDM. 

• Decreasing M_low is much more important than increase 
N_lens. 

• LOS effect and structure of perturbers are important. 

• For VLBI-like observation with mas resolution, GCs can be 
detected on strong lensing Einstein ring.



Calibrate the false detection rate

By Xiaoyue Cao


